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No. 91 "The Dawn Approaches" 362
No. 92 "The Owl Feather is Looking for the Dawn" 362
No. 93 "The Morning Star" 362
No. 94 "Song of a Medicine Woman on Seeing that a Sick Person will Die" 362

MARY HUNTER AUSTIN (1868–1934) 363
from The American Rhythm (1923)

Amerindian Songs
Song of the Basket Dancers (San Ildefonso Pueblo) 365
Lament of a Man for his Son 366
Papago Love Songs
I. "Early I rose" 366
II. "Do you long, my Maiden" 367
Glyphs (from the Washoe-Paiute)
I. "A girl wearing a green ribbon" 367
II. "Your face is strange" 367
III. "Truly buzzards" 367
Neither Spirit nor Bird (from the Shoshone) 368
Songs of the Seasons 368
Black Prayers 370
Songs in the American Manner
On Hearing Vachel Lindsay Chant his Verse 372

ALICE RUTH MOORE DUNBAR-NELSON (1875–1935) 373
from The Works of Alice Dunbar-Nelson (1988)

Violets (Crisis 1917) 374
I Sit and Sew (The Dunbar Speaker and Entertainer 1920) 375
You! Inez! (MS 1921) 375
The Proletariat Speaks (Crisis 1929) 376
Harlem John Henry Views the Airmada (Crisis 1932) 377

Section II  Poems from Regional, National, and Special Interest Newspapers and Periodicals, arranged chronologically

from Weekly Museum (1800)
"Deborah," Sonnet to a Mop-Stick 385
By a Lady, Woman's Hard Fate 385
from *Ladies' Monitor* (1801)

"Maria," By a Lady Whose Infant Lay Sleeping in the Cradle 386

from *Lady's Magazine and Musical Repository* (1801)

Anonymous, Epitaph on a Bird 387

Anonymous, The Old Maid's Apology 388

from *Boston Gazette* (1801)

"Constantia" (Judith Sargent Murray), Cacœthes Scribendi 388

from *Boston Gazette* (1802)

Anonymous, An Unfortunate Mother, to Her Infant at the Breast 389

from *Boston Gazette* (1804)

Sappho, The Tiger Hunter 390

from *Boston Gazette* (1805)

Anonymous, The Hot-House Rose 390

from *Weekly Inspector* (1806)

"Volina," "You say we're fond of fops, — why not?" 392

from a Broadside (between 1810 and 1814)

Anonymous, The Young Girl's Resolution 393

from *New York Weekly Museum* (1814)

Anonymous, The First Ideal of Beauty 394

from *Intellectual Regale or Ladies' Tea Tray* (1815)

Anonymous, The Wild Gazelle 395

from *Literary Voyager* (1827)

"Rosa" (Jane Johnston Schoolcraft), Invocation to My Maternal Grandfather On Hearing His Descent from Chippewa Ancestors Misrepresented (MS 1823) 395

J[ane] S[choolcraft], Sonnet 397

from *Ladies' Garland* (1827)

"Estelle," The Broken Promise 397

from *Ladies' Magazine* (1833)

Hannah Gould, The Child on the Beach 398

from *Knickerbocker* (1833)

Anonymous, My Head 400

Anonymous [From a Lady's Album], A Belle's Philosophy 402

from *Knickerbocker* (1834)

E[liabeth] F. E[illet], The Witches' Revel 403

from *National Enquirer* (1836)

Ella (Sarah Mapps Douglass), The Stranger in America 404

from *Liberator* (1836)


from *Liberator* (1837)

Ada (Eliza Earle), [Petitioning Congress] 407

from *National Enquirer* (1837)

Ella (Sarah Mapps Douglass), The Boast of Americans 408
from *Knickerbocker* (1837)
  Mary E. Hewitt, To a Bride 409
from *Colored American* (1840)
  Ann Plato, Lines, Written on visiting the grave of a venerated friend 410
from *Southern Literary Messenger* (1842)
  Lydia Jane [Pierson], My Muse 412
from *Southern Literary Messenger* (1845)
  E[izabeth] J. E[ames], Love and Flowers 415
from *Lowell Offering* (1845)
  A. M. S. (Mary Anne Spaulding?), Home 416
from *North Star* (1848)
  [Maria W. Chapman], The Times that Try Men's Souls 416
from *Cherokee Advocate* (1850)
  The Cherokee Poetess, Misspent Life 418
from *Louisville Weekly Journal* (1850)
  S., To My Child 419
from *Occident* (1850)
  Mrs R[ebekah] Hyneman, Huldah the Prophetess, from *Female Scriptural Characters*, No. IX 420
from *Frederick Douglass's Newspaper* (1852)
  Annie Parker, Story Telling 422
from *Louisville Daily Journal* (1854)
  Anonymous ("By an Old One"), A Warning 423
from *A Wreath of Cherokee Rose Buds* (1855)
  Lily Lee, Literary Day Among the Birds 426
from *National Anti-Slavery Standard* (1856)
  Maria Weston Chapman, trans., Souvenir of the Night of the Fourth of December, 1851, from the French of Victor Hugo 427
from *Atlantic Monthly* (1858)
  Elizabeth Stoddard, Mercedes 428
from *Knickerbocker* (1859)
  Annie Keely?, "The Beautiful Snow" 429
from *Atlantic Monthly* (1859)
  Emily S. Forman, Bloodroot 431
from *Cincinnati Israelite* (1859)
  Magga Kilmer, The Grave of Rachel 432
from *Atlantic Monthly* (1860)
  Frances Sophia Stoughton Pratt, The "Cattle" to the "Poet" 433
from *Harper's New Monthly Magazine* (1860)
  Elizabeth Drew Stoddard, Before the Mirror 434
from *Saturday Evening Post* (1860)
  Emma Alice Browne, Ænone: A Statue by Miss H. Hosmer 435
  Florence Percy (Elizabeth Akers Allen), Rock Me to Sleep 437
from *Atlantic Monthly* (1861)
- Annie Fields, *The Wild Endive* 438

from *National Anti-Slavery Standard* (1861)
- Mrs James Neall, *The Harvest-Field of 1861* 439

from *Independent* (1861)
- Caroline Cheseboro (Caroline Cheseborough), *Church and State* 440

from *Southern Literary Messenger* (1862)
- E. A. C., *The Snow Storm* 441

from *Galaxy* (1867)
- Mrs W. H. Palmer, *Her Answer* 442

from *Colored American* (1865)
- Sarah E. Shufsten, *Ethiopia's Dead* 443

from *Overland Monthly* (1868)
- Ina Coolbrith, *Longing* 444

from *The Land We Love* (1869)
- L. Virginia French, "Mammy" (A Home Picture of 1860) 445

from *Hearth and Home* (1870)
- Mignonette, trans., *The Accepted (From Heine's Song of the Oceanides)* 447

from *Golden Age* (1871)
- Grace Greenwood (Sara Jane Clarke Lippincott), *In Italy* 447

from *Galaxy* (1872)
- Constance Fenimore Woolson, *The Heart of June* 449

from *Vindicator* (1872)
- Ethel Lynn (Ethelinda Beers), *The Baggage Wagon* 450

from *Overland Monthly* (1873)
- Ina D. Coolbrith, *The Sea-Shell* 451

from *Irish Nationalist* (1873)
- By a Lady from Cork, *Adieu to Innisfall* 452

from *Woodhull & Claflin's Weekly* (1874)
- Anonymous, *My Fashionable Mother* 453

from *Galaxy* (1875)
- Lillie Devereux Blake, *The Sea People* 454

from *Scribner's Monthly* (1875)
- Harriet McKewen Kimball, *White Azaleas* 454

from *Atlantic Monthly* (1875)
- Mary B. Cummings, *Possession* 455

from *Shaker* (1875)
- Cecelia Devyr, *Motherland* 455

from *Shaker and Shakeress* (1876)
- Anna White, *Spirit Voices* 457

from *New Century for Women* (1876)
- Constance Fenimore Woolson, *To George Eliot* 458
from *Sunday Afternoon* (1879)
Sarah Orne Jewett, At Home from Church 459
from *Pilot* (1880)
  Lizzie Ward O'Reilly, The Work-Girl's Rest 460
from *Californian* (1880)
  Milicent W. Shinn, In a New England Graveyard 461
from *Daily Eastern Argus* (1880)
  Olive Harper (Mrs Helen Burrell D'Apery),
    My Antony's Away 461
from *Scribner's Monthly* (1881)
  Mary L. Ritter, Irrevocable 462
from *Pilot* (1882)
  Fanny Parnell, After Death 463
from *Californian* (1882)
  Mrs Henrietta R. Eliot, Waiting for Day 464
from *Century* (1884)
  Mary Ainge De Vere, A Marriage 465
from *Century* (1886)
  Winifred Howells, Past 466
from *Southern Workman* (1886)
  [Mary] E. Ashe Lee, America 466
from *Harper's New Monthly Magazine* (1887)
  Margaret Deland, Noon in a New England Pasture 472
from *Lippincott's Magazine* (1887)
  Rose Elizabeth Cleveland, from "The Dilemma of the Nineteenth Century" 472
from *Century* (1887)
  Julie M. Lippmann, Solace 479
from *A. M. E. Church Review* (1888)
  Mrs N. F. Mossell (Gertrude E. H. Bustill), Good Night 480
  Sarah C. Bierce Scarborough, trans., from Lamartine's "Toussaint Louverture" 481
from *Overland Monthly* (1889)
  Mary Leland Adams, The Path to the Sea 483
from *Harper's Bazar* (1889)
  Anonymous, The Child that Gave Trouble 484
from *Chautauquan* (1890)
  Lucy E. Tilley, The Touch of the Frost 485
from *Century* (1890)
  Margaret Preston, A Damascus Garden 485
from *Century* (1891)
  Mary E. Wilkins [Freeman], Love and the Witches 486
from *Far and Near* (1891)
  Ruth Huntington Sessions, Sunset After a Rainy Work-Day 487
from *Journal of American Folk-Lore* (1891)

Harriet Maxwell Converse, trans., *The Thanksgivings* (Iroquois) 488

from *Atlantic Monthly* (1891)

Julie M. Lippmann, *Sweet Peas* 489

Katharine T. Prescott, *A November Prairie* 489

from *Arena* (1892)

Julia Anna Wolcott, *A Prayer of the Heart* 489

from *Overland Monthly* (1892)

Ella Higginson, *In a Valley of Peace* 490

Virna Woods, *Point Lobos* 491

from *Century* (1892)

Annie Fields, *Comatas* 491

from *Harper's New Monthly Magazine* (1893)

Rose Hawthorne Lathrop, *The Cadet* 492

from *Overland Monthly* (1893)

Lillian H. Shuey, *Rhododendron Californicum* 493

from *Independent* (1895)

Irene Putnam, *The Sea-Birds* 493

from *Century* (1895)

Elizabeth C. Cardozo, *Spring Song* 494

from *Symposium* (1896)

Maud Louise Fuller, *Lace* 495

from *Chap-Book* (1896)

Alice Katherine Fallows, "Of the Earth" 495

Dorothea Lummis Moore, *Evolution* 495

Eleanor B. Caldwell, *Creation* 495

Ella Wheeler Wilcox, *Illusion* 496

Ethel Balton, *An Impressionist Picture* 496

from *Frank Leslie's Popular Monthly* (1896)

Ella Higginson, *Two Prayers* 497

from *Philistine* (1896)

Sarah Norcliffe Cleghorn, *Behold the Lilies* 497

from *Time and the Hour* (1896)

Anne Throop, *The Sinner* 498

from *Quartier Latin* (1897)

Mary Kent Davey, trans., *The Little Dead Leaf*, from *Songs of the Forest Beautiful*, from the French of Catulle Mendès 498

from *Century* (1897)

Grace Denio Litchfield, *Ennui* 499

from *Chap-Book* (1897)

Ann Devoore, *An Electric-Light Pole* 499

Ellen Glasgow, *A Vision* 500

from *Time and the Hour* (1897)

Anne Throop, *The Shadow-Song of the Hyper-Borean* 501
from *Midland Monthly* (1897)

Maude Morrison Huey, A Wintry Night 503

from *Scribner's Magazine* (1897)

Lilla Cabot Perry, With a Bit of Gorse from Carnac 504

from *Chap-Book* (1898)

Ella Wheeler Wilcox, Goddess of Liberty, Answer 504

from *Journal of American Folk-Lore* (1898)

Alice Fletcher, trans., "The Mother's Vow to the Thunder Gods" 505

from *Poet-Lore* (1898)

Florence Earle Coates, Longing 505

from *Atlantic Monthly* (1898)

Maude Caldwell Perry, Summer Died Last Night 506

from *Century* (1899)

Muriel Campbell Dyar, "When Loud My Lilac-Bush with Bees" 507

List of Serials 508

Index of Titles and First Lines 513